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Structural Studies of Ubiquitin and Ubiquitin-Like Protein Transfer
Cascades
Brenda A. Schulman, David M. Duda, Hari B. Kamadurai, Judith Souphron,
Daniel C. Scott, Julie K. Monda, Jennifer Olszewski, Matthew F. Calabrese.
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital / HHMI, Memphis, TN, USA.
Post-translational covalent attachment of ubiquitin-like proteins (Ubls) to pro-
tein targets is a predominant eukaryotic regulatory mechanism. In higher eu-
karyotes, more than a dozen Ubls - including ubiquitin, NEDD8, ISG15, and
SUMO - covalently modify myriad substrates. The best understood function
of a Ubl modification is ubiquitin-mediated proteasomal degradation. How-
ever, different Ubls alter the functions of their targets in different ways,
such as by changing the target’s subcellular localization, enzymatic activity,
or interactions with other proteins or DNA. Our goals are to understand (1)
the basic enzymatic mechanisms underlying Ubl attachment to targets, (2)
how Ubls are attached selectively, and (3) how Ubl modifications alter target
functions.
Ubls are attached to protein targets by the sequential action of enzymes in three
classes, known as E1, E2, and E3. During this process, a Ubl becomes tran-
siently covalently linked to enzymes, and ultimately to the target. This is
a highly dynamic process, in which a Ubl is ‘‘handed off’’ first between en-
zymes, and ultimately to a target. I will present the latest research from my
lab providing structural glimpses and/or biophysical analyses of molecular
principles underlying dynamic protein regulation by ubiquitin and other Ubl
transfer cascades.
2002-Plat
Characterizing Order and Disorder of Protein Structural Ensembles
Charles K. Fisher1, Collin M. Stultz2.
1Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, USA, 2Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA.
The classical structure-function paradigm states that the amino acid sequence
of a protein encodes a unique 3-dimensional structure that determines the pro-
tein’s biological function. The view that most proteins adopt an ordered native
conformation has been bolstered by the success of X-ray crystallography in
determining high-resolution protein structures. Nevertheless, evidence from
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, single molecule experiments and
other techniques suggests that proteins exhibit a high degree of flexibility,
which is critical for processes like molecular recognition. An information the-
oretic order parameter that describes the degree of heterogeneity in a protein
conformational ensemble was used to characterize the flexibility of represen-
tative protein folds using computer simulations and a large sample of crystal-
lographic B-factors from high-resolution protein structures in the Protein Data
Bank. These data demonstrate that many proteins which are typically de-
scribed by an ordered native structure, in fact, populate multiple conforma-
tional states.
2003-Plat
Structural Fluctuations and Conformational Changes in Proteins and
Protein Complexes
Anatoly M. Ruvinsky1, Tatsiana Kirus1,2, Alexander V. Tuzikov2,
Ilya A. Vakser1,3.
1Center for Bioinformatics, The University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS, USA,
2United Institute of Informatics Problems, National Academy of Sciences,
Minsk, Belarus, 3Department of Molecular Biosciences, The University of
Kansas, Lawrence, KS, USA.
A systematic large-scale study of relationships between protein sequence, con-
formational changes upon binding, and residues fluctuations is important for
better understanding of protein association. The results indicate that the scale
of the residue fluctuations and conformational changes increases from the pro-
tein core to the surface. Residue mass, length and environment, determine the
scale of the motions. On average, smaller residues undergo more significant
fluctuations than the larger ones. The residues with one or two dihedral angles
change conformations less than the residues with three or four dihedral angles.
The relationship between the local conformational changes and the equilib-
rium fluctuations of a side chain around its unbound conformation is
suggested.
Comparison of fluctuations and conformational changes of the binding site (in-
terface) residues with other surface residues shows that the interface undergoes
smaller fluctuations and larger conformational changes than the rest of the pro-
tein surface. The tendency of some residues to form more stable docking
patches at the interface is discussed. Short and long residues typically followdifferent mechanisms of conformational changes. The long residues are more
often subject to the induced fit resulting in a rotamer transition. The shorter res-
idues generally undergo local conformational changes not leading to a rotamer
transition.
Protein residues can be classified into highly, moderately, and weakly fluctuat-
ing, based on the normalized scale of fluctuations. The biased distribution of
these groups in proteins supports a hypothesis that (a) structural instability in
proteins relates to the high content of the highly fluctuating residues and the
lack of the weakly fluctuating residues in protein loops, chameleon sequences
and disordered proteins, and (b) the nucleation of the unfolded phase proceeds
from protein loops.
2004-Plat
Orchestrating Population Shifts of Native Proteins in Different
Environments
AliRana Atilgan, Deniz Turgut, Ayse Ozlem Aykut, Canan Atilgan.
Sabanci University, Istanbul, Turkey.
Conformational multiplicity of proteins under different environmental con-
ditions is satisfactorily described herein by simple analytical methods. To
efficiently monitor the equilibrium landscape and to orchestrate the popula-
tion shifts, we derived the following set of equations originating from
continuum mechanical considerations: i) the equilibrium equation of each
repeating unit, ii) the constitutive relation for each (non)bonded short
and/or long-range contact, and iii) the compatibility equation between the
fluctuation of an element and fluctuations of its neighboring bonds. To-
gether with the updated incremental Lagrange formalism, we put forward
an effective single-molecule manipulation methodology. After each incre-
mental move due to the perturbation induced by a ligand, the response
kernel is updated and the new position on the free-energy surface is
calculated.
In this study, we additionally demonstrate that cooperatively inserted intra-
residue fluctuations, resembling different ligand insertions into the protein,
moderate the positional motion of residues that are responsible for desired ac-
tivities of the protein. We identify a feedback mechanism between sensory
regions and adaptively distributed actuating parts. We construct a template
that is a subset of the native structure containing the controller and we
show that the template is conserved within the families of evolved sequences.
These templates are shown to be the key elements for protein-protein
interactions.
We study the relationships between the statistical and spectral properties of net-
works derived from the protein conformations located at the different minima
of the landscape. We determine how the shortest path betweenness distribution
of the edges is altered from one minimum (apo form) to another one (holo
form). Furthermore, the results indicate that the changes in the redundancy in-
dex, which is the ratio of the number of alternative two-step paths a given res-
idue i generates to its non-bonded contacts and its overall reachability, is
significant.
2005-Plat
Perturbation Response Scanning Method for Identifying Allosteric
Transitions and Utilizing in Flexible Docking
Z. Nevin Gerek, Ashini Bolia, S. Banu Ozkan.
Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ, USA.
We have recently developed coarse-grained method; perturbation response
scanning (PRS) that couples elastic network models with linear response the-
ory (LRT). It computes the response of the protein structure (i.e. displacement
vector) upon exerting directed random forces on selected residues. The
method has proven successful in reproducing residue displacements for
a set of 25 proteins that display a variety of conformational motions upon li-
gand binding[1]. Using PRS we analyzed two PDZ domain proteins (PSD95
PDZ3 domain and hPTP1E PDZ2 domain) whose allosteric behavior play
a key role in signaling. By PRS, we first identified the residues that give
the highest response upon perturbing the binding sites. Strikingly, we observe
that the residues that give the highest response agree with experimentally de-
termined residues involved in allosteric pathways. Second, we constructed the
allosteric pathways by clustering the residues giving same type of response
upon perturbation of the binding sites. Interestingly our analysis provided mo-
lecular understanding of experimentally observed hidden allostery of PSD95.
We have shown that removing the distal alpha helix from the binding site al-
ters the allosteric pathway and decreases the binding affinity. Overall,
these results indicate that (i) PRS is successful in capturing the conforma-
tional changes upon binding[1], (ii) it can identify key residues that mediate
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the allosteric pathways and show how the allosteric pathway changes upon
minor alteration in the fold with PRS[2]. Utilizing these exceptional features
of PRS, we have recently developed a flexible docking scheme which predicts
the peptide-protein interactions,
1. Atilgan C, Gerek ZN, Ozkan SB, Atilgan, AR, Biophys J 99, 933-943 (2010).
2. Gerek ZN and Ozkan SB, submitted to PLoS Comp Biol, (2010).
2006-Plat
On the Persistence Length of Denatured Proteins
Marcos R. Betancourt.
IUPUI, Indianapolis, IN, USA.
Simulations of the denatured state for selected proteins and homopolypeptides
are carried out to obtain their persistence lengths. Two types of persistence
lengths are computed; directional (ld) and torsional (lt). Because of the com-
plexity of the persistence autocorrelations, an empirical multiple persistence
length model is fitted to the directional and torsional autocorrelations. Direc-
tional autocorrelations for proteins show that there are at least four backbone
contour regions for which local ld values can be defined. These ranges are,
on average, bounded by the contour distances of (2, 4), (4, 9), (9,14), (14,
higher), in units of residues. For atoms in the (2, 4) range, the directional cor-
relation decays with ld values anywhere from 1.0 to 1.2 (residues). Significant
variations of ld are observed in the other regions, with values ranging from 3 to
31. These values depend on the protein length and chain end effects, as shown
by the homopolypeptide simulations. Torsional persistence autocorrelations
also show multiple lt regions, but decay much faster than the directional
ones and undergo larger fluctuations not captured by the multiple-
exponential model. The proteins ld are compared to their experimental values
obtained by different experimental methods. ld values determined by FRET,
SAXS, and NMRmethods generally agree with the single exponential fit ld ob-
tained from the simulations (1.8 on average) if some modifications to the the-
ories used to determine ld in the various experiments are made. On the other
hand, FRET experiments yield various ld values depending on the applied
force, which are comparable with some of the local ld values obtained from
the simulations.Workshop 4: Engineering Proteins and
Fluorophores for Live Cell Sensors
2007-Wkshp
New Tools to Peek and Poke at Rapid Signaling in Living Systems
Klaus Hahn.
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC, USA.
This talk will provide an overview of new approaches to study and manipulate
signaling in living cells and animals. Topics will include genetically encoded
proteins that can be either activated or inactivated by light, multiplexing of bio-
sensors using red shifted sensors combined with computational approaches, and
novel methods to confer drug sensitivity on kinases. These tools are being used
to understand how the dynamics of GTPase/adhesion signaling networks deter-
mine cell response to the extracellular matrix during trans-endothelial
migration.
2008-Wkshp
A New Class of Fluorescent Biosensors for Regulatory Pathways in Cells
Alan Waggoner.
Carnegie Melon University, Pittsburgh, PA, USA.
Live cell health and function is controlled by interactions between thousands
of types of proteins that are parts of regulatory pathways. We are developing
a toolkit of fluorescent probes (biosensors) for quantifying the protein regula-
tion pathways of proteins in living cells at high resolution. To do this we have
created a new paradigm for biosensor development in which engineer proteins
and environmentally sensitive fluorophores are combined within cells. The
first generation of biosensors target membrane protein trafficking and protease
activity. Other biosensors are under development for quantifying protein-
protein interactions and for targeting physiological indicator probes to
interesting cell compartments. After genetic expression of the fluorescentbiosensors into cells, the cellular activity is readout by detection instruments
like imaging fluorescence microscopes, flow cytometers and high-throughput
readers.Workshop 5: Barriers & Pathways in Protein
Folding
2011-Wkshp
The Folding of Single Domain Proteins -
have we Reached a Consensus?
Tobin R. Sosnick.
University of Chicago, Chicago, IL,
USA.
I will discuss fundamental topics in protein
folding where disagreement remains and
where adequate experimental data is lack-
ing. These topics include properties of the
denatured state, the nature of the funda-
mental steps and barriers and the extent
of pathway heterogeneity.2012-Wkshp
Structure and Dynamics in Protein Folding from Single Molecule Fluores-
cence Spectroscopy
Benjamin Schuler.
University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland.
Single molecule Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) can provide both
structural and dynamic information on proteins and has allowed us to map
long-range intramolecular distances and reconfiguration dynamics in non-
native states that are difficult to access with classical structural biology
methods. Single molecule spectroscopy can also be used to investigate intrin-
sically disordered proteins and the folding and dynamics of proteins under
more complex conditions, e.g. in the context of cellular factors, such as molec-
ular chaperones.
2013-Wkshp
Funnels, Barriers, and Transition Paths in Protein Folding: A Theoretical
Perspective
Hue Sun Chan.
University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada.
In the traditional formulation of protein folding transition states, the exper-
imental observation of a macroscopic folding free energy barrier with a sig-
nificantly positive enthalpic component constitutes a potential objection to
the funnel picture of folding. This is because the existence of an enthalpic
barrier seems to indicate that the folding protein undergoes substantial uphill
moves not only along a macroscopic free energy profile but also along mi-
croscopic folding trajectories on the multi-dimensional energy landscape.
This puzzle is resolved by the possibility of a dramatic entropy-enthalpy
compensation due to steric dewetting at the folding rate-limiting step. Steric
dewetting also provides a physical rationalization for the activation volume
that underlies the deceleration of folding by pressure. Properties of folding
transition paths and their relationship with the conformational properties in
the folding pre-equilibrium are further elucidated using coarse-grained na-
tive-centric models. Ramifications for single-molecule experiments will be
discussed.
2014-Wkshp
Folding and Unfolding Dynamics of Single Protein Molecules
Matthias Rief.
Technische Universita¨t Mu¨nchen, Garching, Germany.
Mechanical single molecule methods have enabled us to observe the folding/
unfolding dynamics of single molecules with exceptional spatial and temporal
resolution. In this talk we will show that the online-observation of equilibrium
folding and unfolding fluctuations of single molecules allows to obtain rich in-
formation about folding pathways and the underlying energy landscapes. We
will discuss optical trapping experiments studying the unfolding of the
GCN4 leucine zipper as well as Calmodulin.
